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Rubric
Overview

Contents
The contents cover all areas of banks’ activities
•

General statistics (Expanded list of variables)
–

•

Balance sheet composition
–

•

Credit SA, Credit IRB, Market risk etc

Asset quality (New list of variables)
–

•

CET1, T1, Total capital ratio

Risk exposures composition (New list of variables)
–

•

RoE, RoA, Cost-to-income

Solvency ratios
–

•

Assets and liabilities

Profitability components and performance indicators
–

•

Number of institutions per classification, location of ultimate parent, asset concentration.

Non-performing and forborne exposures

Funding (New list of variables)
–

Loan-to-deposit ratio.

All categories above have been expanded as regards the breakdowns provided:
country level and classification-based breakdowns
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Rubric
Overview

List of banks (1)
• 1st criterion (SIs): The classifications will be presented for the
institutions designated as significant institutions (SIs) and thus
directly supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB). (link)
• 2nd criterion (to avoid double counting): Only entities at the
highest level of consolidation are included.
• 3rd criterion (harmonised information): Sample for each
reference period includes only those banks reporting Financial
Reporting information (FINREP) together with Solvency Ratio
information (COREP) at that point in time.
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Rubric
Overview

List of banks (2)
–

If a subsidiary of a bank is a SI in a SSM country A but its parent is a SI in SSM country B,
then only the consolidated reporting of institution in country B is included. In this way, doublecounting is avoided when aggregating the data.

–

Branches do not submit Solvency Ratio information so are not included in the sample.

Remaining fluctuations in the number
of banks reflect solely SI sample
changes and banks starting to report
FINREP

FINREP nGAAP + FINREP
solo started being reported

Banks that have recently
been designated as an SI
and do not yet report
FINREP – because of the
time lapse between the
designation decision and the
start of corresponding
reporting obligations – are
also excluded from the
sample until they begin
reporting FINREP.
Except from the 2015 Q4
change, subsequent
changes in the number of
banks are expected to be
small.
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Rubric
Data
breakdowns

Complementary views on the data (1)
Granularity in the published data:
• Instruments. (e.g. Assets: loans and advances, debt securities, equity
instruments etc; Liabilities: Deposits, debt securities etc; Capital components)
• Counterparties. Second-level breakdown after that by instruments (e.g. loans
and advances to credit institutions/non-financial corporations/households;
deposits by credit institutions/non-financial corporations/households)
• Profit components and performance metrics. (Net interest income, net fee and
commission income, net trading income etc)
• Risk exposures. Risk weighted exposures by type of risk and risk measurement
approach.
• Credit risk state. Both distinctions of performing vs. non-performing and forborn
vs. non-forborne exposures are presented (and their combination).
• Region of the ultimate parent. (Ultimate parent in SSM, EEA and not SSM,
outside EEA)
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Rubric
Data
breakdowns

Complementary views on the data (2)
Data / reference date
Variable1
Variable2
…

Country / Data for Q2 2016
Belgium
Germany
…

Category / Data for Q2 2016
Category 1 (e.g. G-SIBs)
Category 2
(e.g. Banks with total assets
€300 billion)
…

Q2 2015

…

Q2 2016

100
200

..
..

50
100

…

…

…

Variable1

…

VariableN

100
200

..
..

50
100

…

…

…

Variable1

…

VariableN

200

…

110

250

…

220

…

…

…
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Time dimension
view: time path of
variables, on
aggregate
Country view:
variables broken
down by country, for
the last reference
date
Classification view:
variables broken
down by category,
for the last reference
date – for each
classification.
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Rubric
Data
breakdowns

Complementary views on the data (3)
The presence of multiple breakdowns enhances utility of the data for
the final user and transparency
• Offers an alternative view of how banks can be classified. Commonly, in this
type of statistics, the country-breakdown is the expected and usually the only
choice provided. A novel feature of this data is that alternative banks’
classification are used in parallel enhancing the potential for further analysis.
–

–

Rationale: The jurisdiction within which banks operate undoubtedly determines to a significant extent
its activities and risks, however this is not the only relevant dimension. Bank-specific common
features exist across banks in different countries and this aspect is often neglected when the focus is
solely on the aspect of country origin.
Benchmarking: These complementary data views could be potentially very useful for benchmarking
(e.g. wrt profitability and credit risk)

• Confidentiality. The ECB faces a legal constraint on publishing bank-level
information (CRD Article 53(1)). The utilisation of different breakdowns enhances
the usefulness of the data to the user while respecting the confidentiality
constraint.
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Rubric
Classifications
CLASSIFICATIONS PROPOSED: OVERVIEW
The proposed classifications distribute Significant Institutions (SIs) into categories along certain
dimensions which include a set of variables (input set). They represent an alternative to the country
breakdown.
Aims
•

Classifications should offer to the users insights about the data.

•

They could be used to provide the data users with complementary views on the supervisory reporting data
(different classifications can be presented side-by-side).

•

They should not be interpreted by the user as reflecting supervisory priorities.

Guiding principles and trade-offs
•

Transparency vs. comprehensiveness.

•

Simplicity vs. complexity.

•

Data sources. Most classifications are based on supervisory data handled in DG-S/SUP. A few also use
external data, like credit ratings data. A classification based on SREP scores is also presented.
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Rubric
Classifications
INCOME SOURCES
Features: This classification differentiates SIs among those relying mostly on interest income from
those that derive a significant part of their income from fees, trading or FX.
Operating income (OI) is decomposed into its three main components: net interest income (NII), net fee
and commission income (NFI), net trading income (NTI) and net FX gains and losses.

Income sources represent a proxy for the activities in which a bank is involved, which takes also into account the returns and costs of
these activities. This is in contrast to a purely balance sheet-based classification where only the amounts are taken into account.
As the classification results show, most SIs are acquire their revenues predominantly through interest income but there is also a
significant percentage which also acquires a significant portion of their profits from fees and commissions.
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Classifications
GEOGRAPHICAL DIVERSIFICATION (v.1)
Features: SIs are classified according to both the level and the dominant geographical area(s) of their
exposures (loans and debt securities).
A bank is considered focused on a specific area if the corresponding exposures exceed 5% of the total
assets. Specifically, a bank with international exposures < 5% of its assets is labelled domestic.
Geographical areas: 1. home country (domestic exposures); 2. SSM (excluding home country); 3. EEA
others (non-SSM); 4. rest of the world (RoW) – all regions outside the EEA.
Most SIs are either purely
domestic (or with <5%
exposures in each of SSM,
non-SSM EEA and RoW), or
diversified internationally with
>5% in each of these areas.
We observe that when SIs
have
non-negligible
international exposures they
tend to be diversified.
Due to our aim to identify
significant
amounts
of
exposures, the geographical
granularity is rather coarse.
Consequently, we provide
another version of the
geographical
classification
which addresses this issue.
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Rubric
Classifications
GEOGRAPHICAL DIVERSIFICATION (v.2)
Features: A significantly finer geographical classification is achieved by classifying banks according to
the regions where they have the relative majority of their exposures.
The majority of non-domestic exposures determines banks’ classification, even if it is slight. E.g. a bank
with almost balanced exposures between, say, domestic, the UK and South America would be classified
exclusively according to the relative majority of its exposures.

SIs with international exposures <
5% are considered domesticallyoriented

The vast majority of SIs have their exposures (loans and debt
securities) mostly towards domestic, SSM (central Europe) and
non-SSM EEA countries.
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If we take into account both versions of the
geographical classification, we infer that banks with
significant geographical exposures are mostly
focused towards European investments but in
general are also diversified.
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Rubric
Classifications
SIZE
Features: Banks’ size (expressed in terms of total assets) is linked to its systemic importance and
potentially to risk-taking. Using this classification, data users are allowed to examine whether, for
instance, large banks present distinctive differences with respect to their capital, profitability and risk
variables.
Thresholds for classifications have been defined having in mind current ECB Banking Supervision and
EBA definitions (€200 billion – EBA, €30 billion – ECB Banking Supervision).
Most SIs fall under the
medium-sized
category
with assets between 30bn
and 100bn.
31 entities have total
assets
of
<30bn
therefore, given the SSM
criteria for SIs, users may
infer that these banks
either reside in small
countries
or
have
significant
cross-border
exposures.
The number of G-SIBs
has been affected by the
removal of BBVA from the
sample in 2015:Q4.
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Rubric
Classifications
SOVEREIGN EXPOSURES
Features: SIs are classified according to the amount of exposures to sovereigns (loans and debts towards the
general governments*) as a percentage of the own funds and taking into account the counterparty countries’
credit ratings.
Banks’ sovereign exposure is a widely discussed issue and this classification may add on transparency to the
debate.
* Includes local governments but excludes public companies.
The category non significant
exposures
to
sovereigns
filters out banks with low
sovereign exposures (<50%
of own funds).
The remaining categories
differentiate among regions
and credit ratings. A majority
rule is applied in this case and
banks are classified according
to their dominant area/credit
rating exposure.
Credit rating includes the
ratings provided by DBRS,
Fitch, Moody’s, and S&P.

The category mostly domestic (investment grade) sovereign exposures clearly dominates the
sample. This reflects the home-bias of sovereign holdings and the investment grade of most SSM
countries.
16

Some categories are
very thinly populated,
but we kept them as to
treat different regions
symmetrically.
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Rubric
Classifications
RISK-BASED
Features: SIs are classified based on the quantitative assessment of the Supervisory Review and
Evaluation Process (SREP). The SREP assessment provides an overview of banks’ risk profiles and

vulnerabilities based on their business model, governance and risk management, risks to capital
and liquidity, and funding.
A score is derived as part of the SREP process, which examines the aforementioned bankspecific elements plus the external environment (peer comparisons and the macroeconomic
environment). (Score=1 or 2 => ‘low risk’, Score=3, 4 or no score => ‘medium, high risk and non-rated’)

The SREP assessment
takes place annually. For
each reference date we
use the latest available
SREP score.
The SI banks are almost
equally split among the
two categories for Q2
2015.
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Rubric of the supervisory banking statistics
Contents

Contents
The tables (90 tables with data) can be broadly categorised as follows
• General statistics. Number of institutions per classification, location of ultimate
parent, asset concentration.
• Balance sheet composition and profitability (FINREP data). Profitability
components, performance indicators, composition of assets and liabilities.
• Capital adequacy and asset quality (COREP data). Solvency ratios and bands,
risk exposures composition, asset quality (non-performing and forbearance).
• Funding. Loan-to-deposit ratio.
• Data quality. Data quality tables across various dimensions.
Each variable focuses on a specific aspect and this aspect is presented using all
complementary views described before (i.e. time-dimension, per country, per
classifications).
19
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Rubric of the supervisory banking statistics
Contents

General statistics (Tables T01.01 – T01.04)
Common theme: Number of banks and asset distribution, per category, country and location of
ultimate parent.
The change in the
number of banks per
category – indirect
information about the
changes in the
underlying dimension

Number of
banks per
location of
ultimate parent.
Most banks
have an
ultimate parent
in SSM but
some also
outside SSM or
even the EEA.
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Concentration of assets. In addition,
concentration of assets per location of
ultimate parent is presented.
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Rubric of the supervisory banking statistics
Contents

Balance sheet composition and profitability (Tables T02.x)
Profit and loss statement and also performance and efficiency indicators (RoE, RoA, CtI).
Balance sheet decomposition – both assets and liabilities.
Profit and loss – time
dimension view. As with
all remaining tables,
country- and
classification views are
also provided.

Balance sheet
decomposition.
First level of breakdown
is by instrument (loans,
debt instrument, equity
instruments etc) and
the second levels refer
to the counterparties
and the accounting
portfolios.
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Rubric of the supervisory banking statistics
Contents

Capital and credit risk (Tables T03.x) (1)
Regulatory capital ratios. Risk weighted assets decomposition by type of risk. Credit risk.

Regulatory capital ratios
– classification view.
Noticeable differences
in capital ratios could be
attributed to various
reasons – scope for
analysis.

Risk-weighted assets
decomposition – time
view.
The user can
investigate differences
across countries or
categories of banks.
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Rubric of the supervisory banking statistics
Contents

Capital and credit risk (Tables T03.x) (2)
The inclusion of credit risk enables the user to identify subsets of banks with different realised
credit risk characteristics and coverage ratios.
Non-performing loans
– classification view.
E.g. here the nonperforming ratio is
inversely related to
size.

Non-performing and
forborne loans and
corresponding
coverage ratios –
classification view.
Coverage ratios, total
and on forborne loans,
differ significantly
across categories.
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Rubric of the supervisory banking statistics
Contents

Funding (Tables T04.x)
These tables provide a measure of the degree of real economy credit intermediation and the
extent to which it is funded with retail deposits. Loans to non-financial corporations and
households, the corresponding deposits and their ratio is provided.
Loans to and deposits
from real economy –
time view.
The growth of deposits
is higher compared to
loans and the ratio is
decreasing.
Loans to and deposits
from real economy –
classification view.
The ratio is higher for
banks acquiring
significant trading
income, which may
have potential
implications for the
stability of their
funding.
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Rubric
Conclusions

Conclusions
• The content of the published data is wide enough and could prove to be
useful for
– the general public: main risk and solvency information
– market participants and analysts: performance of banks, risks
– the banks themselves: benchmarking (e.g. identifying efficiency and risk-return
frontiers)

• The alternative classifications complement the customary country
breakdown, offering alternative views on the data and proposing
alternative dimensions to differentiate banks
• Future increase in the data offered is planned but the current step of data
expansion seems to offer a large amount of material that users can utilise
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